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PREFACE 
 

 

Sound engineering design, top quality materials, skilled craftsmanship and years of experience in 

the design of centrifugal dryers have been incorporated in the manufacture of your CSI 

Centrifuge. With the exception of the load members, which are subjected to the expected wear 

from the product being processed, the structural and mechanical features of the CSI Centrifuge 

are designed for a long productive life. We sincerely believe its performance and durability will 

confirm your judgment in selecting this CSI Centrifuge. 

 

The life and service of any processing equipment can be greatly enhanced with proper 

maintenance and installation. To be assured of the ultimate service from your centrifuge, care 

should be taken to follow the CSI recommended service procedures. 

 

The information contained in this manual has been prepared to assist you in the proper 

installation, operation and maintenance of your centrifuge. If additional information is required, 

it may be readily obtained upon request from the home office of CSI, or our representatives and 

field service engineers, which are located throughout the country. 

 

CSI field service engineers are available to assist you with any operating problem you might 

have. Please arrange to notify CSI approximately three weeks before initial start-up is 

anticipated. A fee schedule for technical support and training is available upon request. 

 

 

A copy of the CSI service policy and warranty is included in this manual. Should there be any 

questions, perhaps the enclosed policies will be of assistance. 
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FEATURES 

 

The CSI Model WSM-03 Continuous Centrifuge is a screen type centrifuge in which the flow of 

the feed material through the centrifuge is automatically controlled to obtain liquid-solid 

separation. Figure 1 shows the flow of material through the CSI Model WSM-03 Continuous 

Centrifuge. A study of this sketch will enable the operator to more clearly understand the 

operation of the unit. 

 

After the feed is introduced through the feed chute, it is immediately accelerated to machine 

speed by the cone cap and flites and is directed to the screen surface. Liquid-solid separation 

starts immediately upon contact with the screen surface. The flow rate over the screen is 

controlled by the speed differential between the cone and the basket and by the flites, which also 

agitates or rolls the solids to further assist separation. Solids are discharged at the screen bottom 

and fall by gravity into the discharge area of the machine. Solids can be collected by the 

operator’s hopper or conveying means directly underneath the machine. Liquids are discharged 

through the screen and discharged through the effluent openings. 

 

During the design of the CSI Model WSM-03, an effort was made to improve maintenance 

procedures compared to other types of centrifuges. All normal wear parts are easily accessible 

from the top of the machine.  Belts can be easily changed without removing the gear assembly 

and the entire gear assembly can be removed with little effort. 

 

Your CSI Centrifuge is designed for high-speed service with particular care taken to assure its 

vibration free operation. Each component making up the rotating assembly is individually 

balanced so that all parts are completely interchangeable without disturbing the balance of the 

whole assembly. 

 

The function of the gear unit is to provide a differential speed between the cone and basket.  

Because the gear assembly is a self-contained unit, it should be replaced as a unit. 

 

Lubrication is provided with an external circulating oil pump. The oil pump and filter are all 

connected to the outside of the machine for easy access.  

 

To assure proper lubrication is being provided to the gear unit and bearings, a pressure switch 

and flow switch have been provided. By connecting these switches into the main motor control 

circuit or to an alarm, one can be sure lubrication is being provided. 
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CSI SERVICE POLICY 

 

CSI understands the importance of extending to the operator of our equipment the best service 

possible. Importance lies in the high value that must be placed on a satisfied customer and the 

extra profits that the operator will realize from peak mechanical and process performance.  The 

latter enables you to stay in business and remain competitive. 

 

We have a service program that is set up to reach the goals outlined above. We have qualified 

factory-trained personnel available. These men are trained and qualified both in maintenance and 

processing. Their duties are to assist in initial start-up of the equipment, train-operating 

personnel, and thereafter make regular routine visits to discuss and consult on operating 

problems. The latter presents an opportunity to compare different operations and pass on 

operating tips that are usually most helpful. During these visits, the CSI Service Man is able to 

ascertain first hand if you are obtaining the best performance possible, and if not, make 

corrective recommendations. 

 

Assistance is available from all of the sources listed below: 

 

CSI (Main Location)       Dale R. Martin 

5595 Highway 34 North      President 

Raleigh, IL 62977       Office:  (618) 268-4850 

Phone: (618) 268-4850      Mobile: (618) 841-0979 

Toll Free: (877) 704-4850  Dale.Martin@elginindustries.com 

Fax:     (618) 268-457  

info@elginindustries.com    

 

Rex L. Eisenhauer Carmen Conci 

Operations Manager  Sales/Service Coordinator 

Office:  (618) 268-4850  Office: (618) 268-4850 

Mobile: (618) 841-1318 Mobile: (618) 841-4561 

Rex.Eisenhauer@elginindustries.com Carmen.Conci@elginindustries.com 
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WARRANTY 

 

Sole Warranty: 

All CSI Centrifuges sold pursuant to this agreement are warranted to be free from defects in 

material and workmanship for a period of one year. For the purpose of this Warranty “one year” 

shall consist of 365 calendar days or two thousand (2,000) operating hours, whichever occurs 

first. The period of warranty of CSI Centrifuges shall begin on the date of shipment of equipment 

or parts to Purchaser and shall continue for the one year period (as defined above), providing CSI 

operating, maintenance and inspection recommendations are followed, and authorized oil filters 

and lubricants are utilized and replaced at the recommended intervals.  In the event of improper 

installation, abuse, misuse, improper operation or improper or lack of maintenance of a CSI 

Centrifuge in accordance with CSI recommendation and accepted industry practice, this 

Warranty will become null and void with respect to such CSI Centrifuge. During the period of 

warranty and upon written notification to CSI by the Purchaser, CSI guarantees replacement of 

all parts manufactured by CSI shown to be defective in material and manufacture.  CSI makes no 

further warranty, either expressed or implied, for any amount in excess of the cost of repair or 

replacement of any part shown to be defective. 

 

The foregoing warranty shall be null and void and of no further force or effect with respect to 

any CSI Centrifuge on which any repairs or maintenance, other than normal wear part 

replacements, are performed by any service provider other than CSI or CSI authorized providers. 

 

This Warranty does not cover and CSI makes no warranty covering: 

a.  Failures occurring after expiration of the warranty period. 

b.  Failure caused by decomposition by chemical action or wear caused by abrasion. 

c.  Equipment damaged in shipment or by accident. 

d.  Defects in articles purchased by CSI or its affiliates from non-affiliated parties                   

and resold without alteration, which are covered by warranty from the original                              

manufacturer. 

e.  Failures due to abuse, misuse, or lack of proper recommended maintenance.

f.  Failures of equipment, which has in any way been repaired or altered except as authorized 

by CSI or equipment using components manufactured or repaired by any other party than 

CSI unless expressly authorized by CSI. 

 

The foregoing warranty shall be herein referred to as the “Centrifuge Warranty”. The Centrifuge 

Warranty is for the exclusive benefit of Purchaser. 
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 THE CENTRIFUGE WARRANTY CONSTITUTES CSI’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE 

WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CENTRIFUGE PURCHASED HEREUNDER, EXCEPT 

FOR THE CENTRIFUGE WARRANTY, CSI HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS 

WARRANTIES (WHETHER ORAL, WRITTEN OR ARISING BY PROMISE, DESCRIPTION 

OR SAMPLE) AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 

WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY 

AND FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ALL WARRANTIES ARISING BY 

CUSTOM OR TRADE USAGE. 

 

 Purchaser represents that it has evaluated the CSI Centrifuges in light of the Centrifuge Warranty 

and has determined that the CSI Centrifuges are fit and sufficient for Purchaser’s operations 

(including the Processing applications). Purchaser acknowledges that it is solely responsible for 

evaluating and choosing the sites where the CSI Centrifuges will be installed and the manner in 

which CSI Centrifuges will be used. CSI does not warrant that the Environmental Protection Agency 

(“EPA”) or any other regulatory authority has approved or certified the CSI Centrifuges for any 

purpose. Purchaser assumes any risk, burden and/or costs of EPA or their regulatory compliance with 

respect to any CSI Centrifuge acquired pursuant to this Agreement. CSI has made no inspection of 

the sites where Purchaser intends to install the Centrifuges and disclaims any warranties with respect 

to installation of the CSI Centrifuges.  Purchaser shall use its best efforts to ensure that all persons or 

entities renting or leasing CSI Centrifuges are informed of the foregoing exclusive warranty and 

warranty disclaimer.  
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INSTALLATION 

 

The CSI Centrifuge is shipped as a completely assembled unit. The machine should be installed 

exactly as received. 

 

Location of the centrifuge with respect to its auxiliary servicing equipment should be carefully 

studied.  Although the centrifuge requires very little space, adequate working space should be 

provided around the machine. Wear parts such as the screen, flites and rotor must be attended to 

relatively often. This means the water shield, which is approximately 55" in diameter, weighing 

approximately 300 pounds, must be stored or placed out of the way for removal of the remaining 

parts. To obtain more detail on additional parts removal, refer to the maintenance section. 

 

To assist in routine maintenance, a Monorail should be placed directly above the machine for parts 

removal. It is suggested that enough capacity be constructed into the rail to lift the complete gear unit, 

which weighs approximately 460 pounds. 

 

A swing away or easily removable feed chute should be used. This will make maintenance much 

easier and should be considered when designing the feed chute. 

 

A level foundation should be provided. The machine has been machined level at the factory, 

therefore, leveling after installation should not be necessary. 

 

Because the centrifuge is mounted direct to the foundation, rigid connections can be made to the 

effluent openings. However, it is desirable to provide an opening in the effluent line so that spot 

checks can be made to determine the screen condition. A screen with larger openings than the 

machine screen can be inserted into the effluent to check the particle size going through the machine 

screen. If large pieces appear on the check screen, the machine screen should be changed. 

 

The 30 HP main drive motor should have the oil pressure switch, flow switch, and oil pump motor 

wired into its circuit. By wiring the oil pump motor, flow switch and pressure switch into the main 

motor controls; one can be assured that proper lubrication will always be maintained. 

 

Always wire the main motor for clockwise rotation when looking into the main rotation motor shaft 

end or as marked on the outside base wall. For proper machine operation, the rotation direction must 

be observed.  

 

ALL MACHINES AND CONTROLS SHOULD BE GROUNDED AND WIRED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODES AND LOCAL CODES AND 

ORDINANCES. 
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As mentioned in the paragraph on the main drive motor wiring, the pressure switch and flow switch 

should be wired into the motor control circuit. By properly wiring these switches, one can be assured 

of always having proper lubrication. 

 

After complete machine installation, a check of all oil lines should be made. This is a precaution that 

should be taken to assure that no damage occurred during shipment or installation. 

 

CSI has available upon request and as an option, field service engineers on hand to direct and assist 

with new machine start-ups. This gives the customer an opportunity to get direct operating 

instructions from experienced personnel and to get acquainted with the men who can be made 

available for inspection calls. Please arrange to notify CSI approximately three weeks before start-up 

is anticipated. A fee schedule for technical support and training is available upon request. 

 

Refer to the Installation Diagram, FIGURE II, for mounting dimensions. Keep in mind that adequate 

maintenance room must be allowed for as mentioned in the above.  Should further details concerning 

mounting be required, consult CSI or its field representatives. 
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OPERATION 

 

Economical and trouble free operation of any process equipment is dependent upon factors such as 

maintenance procedures and general overall care of the equipment. To be assured that good 

maintenance procedures are being followed, one should understand the general operation of the 

equipment. This section contains information that is intended to serve as a process and mechanical 

guide for the proper operation of the centrifuge. 

 

In order for the operator to obtain a full understanding of the centrifuge function, a study should be 

made of Figure I, where a general flow description is given.   

 

Before any attempt is made to start the CSI Centrifuge for the first time, a quick check should be 

made of the following points: 

 

1.) Free Rotation - The motor sheave should be free when turned by hand.  

2.) Oil Level - The machine is shipped full of oil; however, it should be checked after machine 

installation.  Always start the oil pump motor before starting the main drive motor.  When 

properly wired, the main drive motor will not start before the oil pump motor is started. 

3.) Rotation Direction - When looking directly into the main drive motor shaft, it should be 

clockwise.   

4.) Electrical Connections of Protection Cut Outs - The main drive motor should not start 

before  the oil pump motor is started.  One should be able to hear the pressure switch by 

turning the pump motor on and off.  Disconnecting the pressure line should cause the pressure 

switch to drop out. A flow switch is also wired into the control circuit to assure proper 

lubrication of the main drive and oil pimp motor. 

5.) Oil - The pressure should read approximately 15-20 psi when the machine is warm. Should 

the pressure side drop below 3 psi, the pressure switch will kick out.  

6.)  Motor Loads - Check the no load motor amperage and compare to the operating amperage. 

7.) Observation of Unload Sound – The operator should be familiar with the normal operating 

sounds of any equipment.   

      

Always start the machine in an unload condition. If the machine should be started in a loaded 

condition, the required load could exceed the motor capacity. To be assured that the machine is left 

clear of any material after use, it should be allowed to run approximately ten minutes after the 

feed has been cut off. 

 

The operator should always be aware of the normal oil pressure, motor amperage, effluent solids 

content and vibration level. By watching the above characteristics one can be fairly certain that the 

machine is operating properly. Here is a table giving the above symptoms with their cause and cure: 
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SYMPTOMS CAUSES   CURES 

Pressure exceed 40 psi 1. Dirty filter  1. Change filter cartridge 

  2. Cold start-up   2. Allow unit to warm up. If pressure 

will not go down, change oil filter 

cartridge. 

Low Oil Pressure 1. Oil level low  1. Add oil 

 2. Broken oil line 

 ( pressure) 

 2. Replace bad line 

  3. Defective pump 

4. Reservoir strainer clogged 

  3. Replace Pump 

4. Clean strainer 

Motor amperage high 1. Excessive feed  1. Reduce feed 

 2. Build up of product fines 

inside base that drag on rotor 

 2. Clean base discharge area 

  3. Object lodged between flites 

and screen 

  3. Remove object 

Excessive solids in effluent 1. Worn screen 

particle size larger than screen 

opening 

 1. Replace screen 

  2. Excessive fines in feed   2. Correct pre-dewatering equipment 

Vibration 1. Unbalanced rotating 

component. 

 1. Replace component  

 

Because of the wide variety of materials the continuous screen type centrifuge is applicable to, 

only general points of process information can be covered. Generally, change of feed moisture, 

size consistency, rate and cleanliness will change the product quality. Here is a tabulation of 

overall process symptoms and their probable cause: 

 

SYMPTOMS CAUSES     

Wet product 1. Feed to wet   

 2. Excessive fines in feed   

 3. Foreign material in feed   

 4. Screen stopped up   

  5. Excessive flite clearance or worn flites 

Poor Recovery 1. Excessive fines in feed   

 2. Worn Screen   

 3. Screen opening too large   

  4. Worn flites     

  

Note that the above list is general. However, each of these points should be checked when 

unsatisfactory results are being encountered. Should these checks fail to reveal possible troubles, 

contact any CSI representative listed in the front of this manual for further assistance. 
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MAINTENANCE 

 

Like any valuable piece of processing equipment, the CSI centrifuge deserves regular inspection and 

careful maintenance. The frequency and degree of inspection required will vary, depending upon the 

type of material being processed and the service conditions. Daily inspections should be made at 

start-up until a permanent maintenance schedule can be set up. Once a schedule has been established, 

only routine inspections and general observations will be necessary. 

 

Because the material to be processed passes through the centrifuge, all parts contacted wear 

somewhat under normal operation. Neglect or untimely replacement of the wearing members will 

result in high repair costs and unsatisfactory operating characteristics of the centrifuge. Therefore, a 

routine maintenance schedule can be easily set up to change those parts that have a known life before 

their wear causes what would normally be unnecessary repairs. 

 

DISASSEMBLY 

 

This section is intended to serve as a guide during maintenance or repairs. Step by step disassembly 

instructions are given, followed by more detailed instructions on some parts. 

 

When disassembling your Model WSM-03 Centrifuge, the following sequence may be followed, 

although some operations may be carried out concurrently when manpower is available. (Refer to 

Dryer Section View). 

1. Remove the water shield (#3) with four ½” bolts and nuts (#4, #5) 

2. Remove screen (#16) from rotor (#17) with six ½” nuts (#19) 

3. Remove cone cap (#11) with four ½” bolts (#13) 

4. Remove cone cap gasket (#10) 

5. Remove cone adjuster (#7) and cone (#15) with one ¾” socket head bolt (#9) and four ½”  

bolts (#8) 

6. Remove rotor (#17) 

The above parts are all contacted by the processed material and make up the normal wear parts. 

These parts will need the most frequent attention. 

 

SCREENS 

CSI stocks different screen openings. The best screen for an application can best be determined by 

field test because of the many variations of material to be processed. 
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FLITES 

Flites are critical to the proper machine performance. Therefore, it is important to always maintain 

flite to screen clearance, flite degree contour and flite surface condition. Standard CSI flites are 

chromed and built to exact size and sold by sets of 8. 

Optimum flite-screen clearance is .015". This clearance has been found to be the best for most 

applications; however, some materials may require different clearances. Excessive clearance may 

reduce screen life, increase degradation, increase solids in effluent and increase product moisture. 

 

ROTOR 

It is very important to inspect the condition of the rotor at every screen change. This is necessary as 

the rotor is the connecting member between the external drive shaft and the basket, and is one of the 

members which is subjected to normal abrasive wear by the product. 

 

The shape of the rotor, the surface treatment of the wearing surfaces and the application of the rotor is 

designed to keep wear to a minimum. The inherent wear, which does exist, can be most economically 

handled if regular inspections are made and the necessary repair work accomplished before the rotor 

is worn to a point where physical damage is done to the part.   

 

A severely worn rotor will cause unnecessary wear and breakage to other parts of the machine; hence, 

we at CSI feel it a necessity and our responsibility to supply our customers with new rotors at a 

minimum of delay, and of course, expense. 

 

DISCHARGE AREA 

This is the area inside the main base from the bottom of the rotor to the bottom of the machine base. 

An inspection should be made of the chamber daily to assure there is no build up of discharged 

product. If the discharged product is permitted to build up, danger of excessive drag on moving parts 

exists. This could cause serious overload to the machine as well as needless wear on the rotor. 

 

DRIVE BELTS 

With proper care, belts are normally long lived. Because the belts are mounted on vertical sheaves, 

particular care should be taken to always keep good belt tension. However, should it become 

necessary to change the belts, follow the disassembly instructions. It is not necessary to remove the 

wear parts. 
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LUBRICATION 

Except for the motor bearings, which are grease lubricated, all bearings in the Model WSM-03 

Centrifuge are oil lubricated. A direct driven gear pump, mounted along the outer base, circulates oil 

through the gear unit and overflows to the outer external shaft bearings.  

 

CSI has shipped the machines with Shell Omala E.P. ISO Grade 68 or Shell Omala HD synthetic E.P. 

ISO Grade 220. All machines with a serial number higher than 09-207 have been shipped with Omala 

HD synthetic E.P. ISO Grade 220. We recommend the use of these oils or their equivalents. The oil 

should be changed every 1600 hours of operation or every three months, whichever occurs first. 

Where operating conditions are severe, such as a rapid rise and fall in temperature of the bearing 

housing, with accompanied sweating of the inside walls and resulting formation of sludge, or where 

operation is in moist or dusty atmosphere, or in the presence of chemical fumes, it may be necessary 

to change the oil at intervals of one to two months. 

 

A positive displacement gear pump is used. The pump motor should be wired with the main drive 

motor so that the main drive cannot be turned on without the oil pump operating. 

 

A low-pressure cut-off switch is installed on the pressure line and is to be wired onto the control 

circuit. This cuts off at 3 psi to shut down the machine.  The switch is normally open and will not 

close until 3-1/2 psi pressure is reached. A flow switch is also installed on the pressure line and is to 

be wired into the control circuit.  This cuts off at .10 G.P.M to shut down the machine. 

 

OIL FILTER 

A 10 Micron absolute cartridge is provided to insure proper lubrication filtration. Should the filter 

cartridge become clogged or near so, excessive pressure will be indicated on the gauge. If, when the 

machine is warm, 40 psi is indicated, the filter cartridge should be changed.  

 

 

Note:  On initial start-up, the oil viscosity is high and may cause high pressure 

readings until operating temperature is reached. Therefore, when 

determining need for a filter cartridge change, be sure the lubricant is at 

normal operating temperature. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING (Mechanical Problems) 
 

VIBRATION 

Normally vibration is caused by worn rotating parts, but not always.  Look for the following              

symptoms: 

1. Frequency - If same as RPM of rotating parts, it is likely worn wear parts.  Remove one part 

at a time and run machine to see if that part was unbalanced. 

2. If cycling at approximately 14 times per minute, two rotating parts are probably unbalanced. 

If at a higher frequency, it is likely in the bearings, gears, or drive motor 
 

LOCKED ROTATION 

1. Material or object locked between flites and screen 

2. Buildup of discharged product into the rotor. These two points are the most frequent                    

causes and can be easily found. Should there be something more serious, it will probably                   

be in the gearing or bearings. 
 

LOST DIFFERENTIAL  

When the differential is lost, check the input-coupling sleeve. This sleeve is intended to protect the 

gear unit in case of overload. If the sleeve is sheared, check for blockage between the flites and 

screen before starting. Mark the basket and cone cap and rotate by hand. This should slightly change 

mark relationship. Approximately 75 turns will make the mark come back to its original relationship. 
 

MOTORS WILL NOT START 

Check the pressure and flow switches for proper operation. Check pressure gauge for a minimum 

reading of 3-1/2 psi.  If you are attempting to restart hot, the oil pressure may not be reaching the 3-

1/2 psi kick-in pressure. If operating in extreme climates (hot or cold) oil should be switched to a 

synthetic blend of E.P. –Gear Oil ISO220. 
 

 MACHINE SHUTS OFF DURING OPERATION 

Check oil system lines. A low pressure would indicate loss of oil or excessively hot temperatures. 

High pressure indicated a plugged line or cold viscous oil.   Refer to MOTORS WILL NOT 

START. 
 

OIL PUMP PROBLEMS 

 

1.  Low oil level below suction strainer in reservoir. 

2. Pump shaft not rotating may be caused by coupling between motor and pump shafts defective. 

3.  Oil temperature excessive (above 190 F). 

4. Check shaft for correct rotation direction. 
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RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS STOCK - MODEL WSM-03 

 

Parts subjected to the material being processed experience abrasive wear in all continuous equipment. 

Therefore, it is wise for the operator to stock normal maintenance parts. Depending on one’s 

dependency on the centrifuge, it may be desirable to stock additional parts should an emergency take 

place. Locations that have several machines may wish to stock a complete gear unit that can be 

changed out in a short period of time. 

 

This list is general, and is not intended as a prediction of what might be used over any certain period.  

Each application will vary, even within the same processing location; therefore, experience and 

number of units per location determines your best stocking plan. 

 

MINIMUM RECOMMENDED STOCK 

 

PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

WSM-03-955-38 BANDED BELT 1 

322-4 2 PC STEEL CONE CAP 1 

WSM 401-1 BUNA CONE CAP GASKET 1 

WSM-03-330-5C WSM-03 FLITE SET (8/SET) 1 

WSM-03-2-___ CHROME SCREEN/BASKET ASSY 1 

   (Opening depends on requirements by customer.  A standard 0.020" is 

shipped with the equipment unless otherwise specified) 

WSM-03-11510-105 

OIL PUMP/MOTOR/RESERVOIR 

ASSY 1 

912 FILTER ELEMENT SHORT 1 

WSM-03-970-17 RUBBER COUPLING 1 
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WSM-03 VERTICAL CUTTINGS DRYER 

1 YEAR RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS INVENTORY 

   

   

PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY 

   

WSM-03-176 ROTOR STUD, STAINLESS 12 

1/2-13SS STAINLESS STEEL NUT 12 

09-1004B-4 5 GAL SHELL OMALA HD 220 1 

WSM-03-330-5C WSM-03 FLITE SET (8/SET) 1 

WSM 401-1 BUNA CONE CAP GASKET 2 

WSM-03-911-16 OIL FILTER ASSY, SMALL ELEMENT 1 

912 FILTER ELEMENT SHORT 2 

888 0-60 PRESSURE GAUGE, LIQUID FILL 2 

WSM-03-955-38 BANDED BELT 1 

5/8-11X1 L-9 CAP SCREW, HIGH STRENGTH 16 

900-108 WSM-03 WSM-03 OIL LINE KIT 1 

WSM-03-970-17 RUBBER COUPLING 1 

WSM-03-2-020 

CHROME SCREEN/BASKET ASSY .020 

OPENING 1 

WSM-03-2-015 

CHROME SCREEN/BASKET ASSY .015 

OPENING 1 

WSM-03-11510-105 OIL PUMP/MOTOR/RESERVOIR ASSY 2 

WSM-03-11507-01 MS ROTOR 1 

889-12 PRESSURE SWITCH, EXPLOSION PROOF 2 

360-7XP 30 HP MOTOR EXPLOSION PROOF 1 

322-4 2 PC STEEL CONE CAP 1 

WSM 900-118-03 WSM-03 FITTING ADAPTER KIT 1 

WSM-03-971-2 SWIVEL FITTING 2 

1005-66X2SS 3/8 X 2" STAINLESS NIPPLE 2 

WSM-03-1311-7 FLOW SWITCH, WSM-03 .10 GPM 1 

   

*09-1004B                           5GAL SHELL OMALA 68 1 

PLEASE NOTE OIL TYPE IN THE DRYER
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CSI MODEL WSM-03 
 

PARTS LIST INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

A complete parts drawing is provided, which is cross-referenced to a parts list by location 

numbers. When ordering parts, specify part number, machine serial number and model number. 

Bolts and oil fittings are described by size and description and should be ordered accordingly. 

Should there be some field revision on a machine that makes a machine different from any 

parts drawing, it will become necessary for the CSI service men to update the customer’s parts 

list and notify CSI engineering office of the modification. In instances such as this, the 

customer should be extra careful when re-ordering and possibly note on their purchase order 

that there has been a revision. 
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